CoinStudio

CoinStudio (CS)

Cryptocurrency Trading Apps,
Framework & API
The amount of cryptocurrency exchanges are rapidly increasing, each coming with
different user experiences. Some exchanges allow a full range of trading features while
others only allow market orders. Some are easy-to-use some aren't, making it hard for
new people entering cryptos trading altogether.
In addition to this, there are many great tools out there like portfolio managers,
alert/signal apps and bots. But similar to exchanges as mentioned above, they all vary
a lot in ease-of-use and features. It is hard for people to decide which ones are actually
best suited for them.
Developers are facing the same issues, as every exchange provides its own APIs and
tools, making it very costly and time-consuming to already cover just a few exchanges.
The crypto community is lacking popular marketplaces to obtain products and
services around crypto. There are forums like Bitcointalk where businesses promote
their solutions but those are far from the ease-of-use and functionality we know from
app stores.
CoinStudio is solving the issues above by acting as an aggregator for exchange APIs,
providing a single (opensource) framework that every developer can rely on and
enables them to focus on the development on their applications.
CoinStudio also provides its own reference implementations and apps (products)
based on its framework and API to earn revenue for further development and plans to
release a crypto marketplace where crypto businesses can promote and sell their own
products and services.
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CoinStudio
The first working product is CoinStudio Lite, an innovative cryptocurrency price
estimation app to help traders keeping their trades in sane boundaries
(https://crosstec.org/coinstudio-promo/).
CoinStudio Lite is just the beginning and a first working product that interacts with our
API. See at the timeframe below what range of products are about to be developed and
released.
1st q. 2019

CoinStudio Signals: signal and price action tools for
Discord, Telegram and mobile.

2nd q. 2019

CoinStudio Portfolio: an innovative cryptocurrency
portfolio manager.

4th q. 2019

CoinStudio Pro: a major trading suite acting as an
easy-to-use interface for a multitude of exchanges
with a rich set of standard and innovative features
like "rules" and "auto-pilot".

4th q. 2019

CoinStudio Bot: an easy-to-use trading bot.

1st q. 2020

CoinStudio Framework: an opensource developer
framework for creating trading releated applications.

2nd q. 2020

CoinStudio Marketplace: a general marketplace to
list and sell 3rd party cryptocurrency products and
services.

Each product will be either obtainable by 1-time fees or membership plans, depending
on the kind of app, providing the revenue for further growth.
We believe that we are able to lower the barriers for people to join the world of crypto
trading and envision CoinStudio to be the top source for trading tools, crypto software
and services.
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The company behind CoinStudio is a year-long self-funded business and doesn't rely
on an ICO in order to operate.This gives us the opportunity not to rush into things and
deliver realistic timeframes.
The CS Token
A variety of our planned products will make use of our own crypto asset called CS and
we will decide in the process in what way it will be distributed.
For the time being, people will already be able to obtain CS upon purchasing a
CoinStudio Lite membership and may use it to get discounts for membership
extensions and future CoinStudio products – or just hold it.
We are looking forward to the first exchange listings in the last quarter of 2018.
If you have questions about the CS Token, feel write write us an email
info@crosstec.org or join our Discord discussion: https://discord.gg/ZrQWPNf
CS Token Specs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Platform: Ethereum (ERC20)
Max. Supply: 60 Million (fixed)
Decimals: 8
Max. Distributed Tokens: 51%
Reserved Tokens: 49%
Initial CS value: $0.80 / CS

Why Ethereum?
Ethereum provides all the necessary development tools, maturity and the promise of
further development we need to implement features that we want to see in CoinStudio.
From all the platform projects we tested, we came to the conclusion that they are all
great but Ethereum being the one that is ahead of the competition.
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